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the solunar theory is a hypothesis that fish and other animals move according to the location of
the moon in comparison to their bodies 1 the theory was laid out in 1926 by john alden knight but
was said to be used by hunters and fishermen long before the time it was published 1 in 1926 john
alden knight postulated some folk lore he picked up in florida and proceeded to attempt a
refinement giving it the name solunar sol for sun and lunar for moon knight compiled a list of 33
factors which influence or control day to day behavior of fresh and salt water fish john alden
knight s original an updated forecast of the daily feeding times of fish and game for every day
of the year john alden knight 1890 1966 was a banker syndicated writer fly tier hunter naturalist
casting expert angling filmmaker and developer of the solunar tables an avid outdoorsman and
sportswriter john alden knight perfected his solunar theory of fish and game activity over a
period of many years making observations while hunting and fishing he found that all fish and
game including deer turkey bass and trout are more active during different times of the day and
night in 1926 a man by the name of john alden knight compiled a list of 33 factors which
influence or control day to day behaviour of freshwater and saltwater fish one by one the factors
were examined and rejected until he was left with three possible influences on fish behaviours
the sun moon and tides from this seemingly trivial fact john alden knight conceived a guide he
hoped would allow fisherman and hunters to forecast the best times to take to water and wood
during a hunting trip knight became intrigued with a bit of local folk wisdom used to explain the
activities of wildlife the solunar theory was initially proposed by the american john alden
knight in 1926 and has been supported by the systematic analyses of scientists and biologists in
subsequent years john alden knight was probably best known for his solunar tables still being
used by fisherman today but he was also a syndicated outdoor writer and here is one of his many
columns from the 1954 humboldt standard originally published in 1949 john alden knight s black
bass enforces the idea that enjoying the sport of bass fishing to its fullest is only possible
when one understands every aspect of it including fish behavior bass habitat changing seasons
gear and different fishing tactics woodcock this antiquarian book contains a fascinating treatise
on the woodcock and includes information on its natural history habit and habitats how to find
and hunt them and much more moon up moon down story of the solunar theory hardcover january 1
2001 by john alden knight author 4 7 24 ratings see all formats and editions 1972 revised edition
first printing a like new unread unworn unopened unmarked hardcover with an unclipped no price
anywhere dust jacket that has some rubbing and chipping at the islamorada fla april 8 ap john
alden knight widely known outdoorsman and author died at his winter home here early today he was
75 years old view full article in timesmachine john alden knight has 24 books on goodreads with
24 ratings john alden knight s most popular book is moon up moon down story of the solunar theory
i recently purchased john alden knight s moon up moon down the story of the solunar theory and
thought it is time to write up a little review john alden knight is the father of the solunar
theory and he inspired me to create fishing reminder the solunar theory is a hypothesis that
animals and fishes move according to the location of the moon in comparison to their bodies the
theory was laid out in 1926 by john alden knight but was said to be used by hunters and fishermen
long before the time it was published john alden knight s original solunar tables 2024 it is at
this time we remind you again that all wildlife responds to the prompting of a solunar period
birds animals reptiles insects as well as fish the solunar periods will mark the high spots of
activity for that day snippet from night on the brodhead featuring john alden knight a
contemporary of hewitt jennings labranch and sparse grey hackle in 1926 john alden knight
postulated some folk lore he picked up in florida and proceeded to attempt a refinement giving it
the name solunar sol for sun and lunar for moon knight compiled a list of 33 factors which
influence or control day to day behavior of fresh and salt water fish knight writes about his
development and exploration of the solunar theory and how it relates to fishing and hunting the
book is also somewhat autobiographical as he shares his battles with mental health and finding
fulfilling paying jobs while continuing his research on the phenomena
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solunar theory wikipedia May 24 2024 the solunar theory is a hypothesis that fish and other
animals move according to the location of the moon in comparison to their bodies 1 the theory was
laid out in 1926 by john alden knight but was said to be used by hunters and fishermen long
before the time it was published 1
the solunar theory Apr 23 2024 in 1926 john alden knight postulated some folk lore he picked up
in florida and proceeded to attempt a refinement giving it the name solunar sol for sun and lunar
for moon knight compiled a list of 33 factors which influence or control day to day behavior of
fresh and salt water fish
solunar tables Mar 22 2024 john alden knight s original an updated forecast of the daily feeding
times of fish and game for every day of the year
john alden knight catskill fly fishing museum Feb 21 2024 john alden knight 1890 1966 was a
banker syndicated writer fly tier hunter naturalist casting expert angling filmmaker and
developer of the solunar tables
solunar theory isolunar hunting fishing times Jan 20 2024 an avid outdoorsman and sportswriter
john alden knight perfected his solunar theory of fish and game activity over a period of many
years making observations while hunting and fishing he found that all fish and game including
deer turkey bass and trout are more active during different times of the day and night
understanding the solunar theory planet sea fishing Dec 19 2023 in 1926 a man by the name of john
alden knight compiled a list of 33 factors which influence or control day to day behaviour of
freshwater and saltwater fish one by one the factors were examined and rejected until he was left
with three possible influences on fish behaviours the sun moon and tides
john alden knight s solunar tables fishingmagic Nov 18 2023 from this seemingly trivial fact john
alden knight conceived a guide he hoped would allow fisherman and hunters to forecast the best
times to take to water and wood during a hunting trip knight became intrigued with a bit of local
folk wisdom used to explain the activities of wildlife
the solunar theory tides4fishing Oct 17 2023 the solunar theory was initially proposed by the
american john alden knight in 1926 and has been supported by the systematic analyses of
scientists and biologists in subsequent years
voices from the past john alden knight Sep 16 2023 john alden knight was probably best known for
his solunar tables still being used by fisherman today but he was also a syndicated outdoor
writer and here is one of his many columns from the 1954 humboldt standard
black bass knight john alden 1890 1966 author free Aug 15 2023 originally published in 1949 john
alden knight s black bass enforces the idea that enjoying the sport of bass fishing to its
fullest is only possible when one understands every aspect of it including fish behavior bass
habitat changing seasons gear and different fishing tactics
woodcock john alden knight google books Jul 14 2023 woodcock this antiquarian book contains a
fascinating treatise on the woodcock and includes information on its natural history habit and
habitats how to find and hunt them and much more
moon up moon down story of the solunar theory john alden Jun 13 2023 moon up moon down story of
the solunar theory hardcover january 1 2001 by john alden knight author 4 7 24 ratings see all
formats and editions 1972 revised edition first printing a like new unread unworn unopened
unmarked hardcover with an unclipped no price anywhere dust jacket that has some rubbing and
chipping at the
john alden knight dead at 75 writer on hunting and fishing May 12 2023 islamorada fla april 8 ap
john alden knight widely known outdoorsman and author died at his winter home here early today he
was 75 years old view full article in timesmachine
books by john alden knight author of moon up moon down Apr 11 2023 john alden knight has 24 books
on goodreads with 24 ratings john alden knight s most popular book is moon up moon down story of
the solunar theory
review of moon up moon down by john alden knight part 1 Mar 10 2023 i recently purchased john
alden knight s moon up moon down the story of the solunar theory and thought it is time to write
up a little review john alden knight is the father of the solunar theory and he inspired me to
create fishing reminder
huntfishsport Feb 09 2023 the solunar theory is a hypothesis that animals and fishes move
according to the location of the moon in comparison to their bodies the theory was laid out in
1926 by john alden knight but was said to be used by hunters and fishermen long before the time
it was published
john alden knight s original solunar tables 2024 musky shop Jan 08 2023 john alden knight s
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original solunar tables 2024 it is at this time we remind you again that all wildlife responds to
the prompting of a solunar period birds animals reptiles insects as well as fish the solunar
periods will mark the high spots of activity for that day
night on the brodhead featuring john alden knight 1950 s Dec 07 2022 snippet from night on the
brodhead featuring john alden knight a contemporary of hewitt jennings labranch and sparse grey
hackle
solunar theory solunarforecast Nov 06 2022 in 1926 john alden knight postulated some folk lore he
picked up in florida and proceeded to attempt a refinement giving it the name solunar sol for sun
and lunar for moon knight compiled a list of 33 factors which influence or control day to day
behavior of fresh and salt water fish
moon up moon down story of the solunar theory by john Oct 05 2022 knight writes about his
development and exploration of the solunar theory and how it relates to fishing and hunting the
book is also somewhat autobiographical as he shares his battles with mental health and finding
fulfilling paying jobs while continuing his research on the phenomena
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